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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Internal Affairs Unit 

Administrative Case #14-21688 
Sgt. Thomas Schmid 

February 6, 2015 

CASE BACKGROUND 

This administrative investigation commenced after 4th Precinct 

13.43 - Personnel Data , Lt. Michael Friestleben, E-mailed a 

notification to the Internal Affairs Unit, regarding an incident involving Squad 430, 

Officer William Gregory (Badge #2450) 

A summary of the alleged incident was composed by Sgt. Wendy Liotta and was 

included as an attachment in Lt. Friestleben's E-mail. 

It is alleged that on 10/04/2014, at approximately 2015 hours, Officer Gregory and 

were working together on Squad 430 and were dispatched to 4531 

Camden Ave. N. regarding an Assault in Progress (with injuries) call. Call remarks 

stated "M WITH CUT HEAD FM BOTTLE." Squad 430's location at the time the call 

was originally dispatched was at McNair Ave./Penn Ave. N. (Broadway Liquor 

Outlet) 

Squad 430 remained stationary at McNair Ave./Penn Ave. N. and did not begin a 

mobile response to the ASLT in Progress call until approximately 2048 hours. 

During the aforementioned time frame, North EMS had staged near the incident 

address and had waited, and later requested Squad 430's ETA. North EMS 

eventually entered the incident scene prior to it being CODE 4 in order to attend to 
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the victim's injury. North EMS then transported the victim to North Memorial 

Medical Center. 

At approximately 2044 hours, while still stationary at McNair Ave/Penn Ave, N., 

MECC dispatched the updated secondary location (NMMC) to Squad 430. Squad 430 

acknowledged the updated secondary location via radio, but still did not initiate any 

mobile response until approximately 2048 hours, an approximate 33 minute 

delayed response time to the ASLT in Progress call. Squad 430 arrived at NMMC at 

approximately 2050 hours, totaling a 35 minute delay in response time from when 

the call was first dispatched (2015 hours) to Squad 430 to their arrival time at 

NMMC (2050 hours). 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

It is being alleged that both Officer Gregory 

(1): ON-DUTY CODE OF CONDUCT. 

violated P/P 5-106 
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CASE INVESTIGATION 

E-mail attachment: "Gregory 13.43 fail to arrive on call.docx" 

The following is a duplicate copy of the document composed by Sgt. Wendy Liotta 

regarding her documentation of the incident on 10/04/2014, involving Squad 430. 

This document was sent as an attachment to IAU Commander Granger on 

10/17/2014, by 4th Precinct , Lt. 

Friestleben. A copy of VisiNet Report #14-353203 was also included as an 

attachment in the same E-mail. 

Documentation of Squad 430 10-4-2014 

On 10-4-2014, SO1 (Sara Boucher) spoke with Sgt. Carter from Fourth Precinc 
concerned with the response time of Squad 430 (Officers Gregory 
progress. Sgt Carter relayed this to me. 

. 501 was 
on an assault in 

I called 501 and spoke with Derek. I asked Derek to send me the GPS coordinates of Squad 430 during 
this call. Derek stated that it would be sent as soon as they got'it. I then pulled up the call on VisiNet 
and made a hard copy of it. I highlighted the necessary times and added remarks o the call. I talked 
this over with Lt Friestleben and it was decided to pull Officer Gregory into the 
officer separately. Lt Friestleben would also be present when I spoke with both Officers. 

I asked Officer Gregory to come in to my office. Officer Gregory did. 1 told him that SO1 was concerned 
with the response time on the assault in progress they had taken at 4531 Camden Av N. I then stated to 
him they were dispatched the call at 2015 hours. Their GPS showed them at McNair Av N and Penn Av 
N. This location is Broadway Liquor. 1 told Officer Gregory at 2023 hours the caller on the assault in 
progress had called back for an ETA (estimated time of arrival) of the squad that was coming to the call. 
Squad 430's GPS still showed them at McNair Av N and Penn Av N. At 2033 hours the remarks in the call 
show that now North Memorial paramedics are asking for an ETA on the squad. Squad 430's GPS still 
showed them at McNair Av and Penn Av N. At 2041 hours further remarks state North Memorial 
paramedics are transporting the victim with a temple wound that is bleeding badly to North Memorial. 
The paramedics requested for the squad to meet them at North Memorial for the report. The GPS record 
showed Squad 430 moving at 2048 hours. Squad 430 arrived at North Memorial at 2050 hours. I told 
Officer Gregory they arrived at North Memorial 35 minutes after they were initially dispatched. 

I then asked Officer Gregory why this had happened. Officer Gregory shrugged his shoulders and stated 
that he was talking. Officer Gregory then stated he wouldn't let it happen again and that he was sorry. I 
allowed Officer Gregory to say more but he didn't have anything else to say. I excused Officer Gregory 
from the office and told him to send 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Statement of and typed by Sgt. Wendy Liotta #0491 

CAPRS Report #14-353203 

CAPRS Report #14-353203 involved the reporting of a 3rd Degree Assault on 

October 4, 2014, at 2150 hours. The reporting officer is listed as William Gregory 

and the assisting officer is listed as both working Squad 430. The 

initial report was returned to Officer Gregory on October 5, 2014 and then 

subsequently approved on October 7, 2014. 

➢ Supplement 1#1 - Officer William Gregory completed a CAPRS supplement 

on October 6, 2014, involving a 3rd Degree Assault that had taken place at 

4551 Camden Ave. N. (actual incident address was updated to 4531 Camden 

Ave. N. by MECC during the delayed response). Officer Gregory's supplement 

was entered two days after the initial reporting date. Officer Gregory was 

working with on Squad 430, when they were 

dispatched to North Memorial Medical Center (NMMC) to speak to the victim 

of an assault. (NMMC was a secondary, updated address, not the initial 

dispatched incident address) 

Per his supplement, Officer Gregory learned that the victim was in the "stab 

room" and had lacerations and bumps/bruises to his head and face. The 

victim had been attacked with a glass bottle. 

NMMC security stated that the victim's girlfriend (Corijuana) was somewhere 

in the hospital and very intoxicated. She was not in the lobby. Officer 

Gregory reported that because the victim was unable to be interviewed, he 

left NMMC. 
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Officer Gregory reported he called the victim's niece who told him she 

arrived at 45th/Lyndale where the assault occurred. She said she met up 

with the victim's girlfriend, only known as "Corijuana". Corijuana told this 

female (niece?) that she and the victim had been in a car, and the victim's 

best friend was in the back seat with another female. The victim's best friend 

is a black male wearing a Vikings jacket. 

Corijuana reported to Officer Gregory, she and the victim were arguing, and 

the victim physically hit her. The male in the Vikings jacket told the victim 

not to his [SIC] Corijuana. A verbal argument began between the two males. 

The suspect in the Vikings jacket struck the victim in the back of the head 

with a glass bottle approximately 4 times. The victim pulled over the car and 

exited. The suspect exited as well, striking the victim one more time with the 

bottle, and then fled from the scene. 

Officer Gregory reported that according to the niece, V1 was getting some 

stitches and couldn't talk at the time. She says the male is only known as 

"Trez", and Corijuana is a female relative and is still an unknown person. The 

niece told Officer Gregory that Corijuana disappeared from the hospital. 

➢ Supplements #2 thru #8 - Sergeant Robert Illetschko was assigned this 

ASLT 3 case for investigation on 10/07/2014. In his supplements, Sgt. 

Illetschko documented what he did and who he talked to regarding his 

investigation. In Supplement #3, Sgt. Illetschko documented that he made 

contact with, and interviewed on 10/10/2014, V1/Jones, who was still at 

NMMC since the time of the assault incident from 10/04/2014. In his final 

supplement, dated 10/15/2014, Sgt. Illetschko documented he contacted 

SICM and authorized a PC Pickup on Mantrez Toler for PC ASLT3. 

(For complete details regarding the report/investigation of CCN #14-353203, see 

"CAPRS Report #14-353203" tabbed section) 
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VisiNet Report #14-353203 

This investigator reviewed the Incident Detail Report in VisiNet regarding Incident 

#14-353203. In the report, the "1st Unit Arrived" information was blank as Squad 

430 never arrived to the original dispatched incident address. All times indicated 

occurred on the incident date of 10/04/2014. The following information was 

extracted from the report: 

➢ 20:11:30 - 911 call comes into MECC 

➢ 20:12:22 - 911 Call in waiting Queue; Comment "M WITH CUT HEAD F 

BOTTLE" 

➢ 20:12:31 - Multi-Agency EMS Incident #14-062047 

➢ 20:12:40 - Multi-Agency FIRE Incident #14-0032227 

➢ 20:13:09 - "SUSP BM 30'S WRG VIKINGS JKT/BLK PANTS" 

➢ 20:13:20 - "CLR KNOWS WHERE SUSP LIVES" 

➢ 20:13:21 - Call Taking Complete 

➢ 20:14:15 - "NORTH TO AREA AND WILL WAIT FOR CODE 4" 

➢ 20:15:16 - MECC dispatches Squad 430, Officer William Gregory an 

13.43 

13.43 

, to 4551 Camden Av N, an Assault in Progress call; 

Responding from MCNAIR AVE/PENN AVE N 

➢ 20:18:56 - "E20 ARRIVED AND STAGING" 

➢ 20:23:16 - "CLR CB FOR ETA, SAYS SHE IS AT 4531 CAMDEN AV N 

W/PATIENT" 

➢ 20:24:34 - "THE CORRECT ADDR SHOULD BE 4531 CAMDEN AV N, NOT 

4551 CAMDEN" 

➢ 20:33:38 - "NORTH EMS REQ ETA FOR SQUAD" 

➢ 20:36:50 - "CLR CB...REQ ETA...TC ADVD'...SUSP IS NOT ON SCENE/CLR CAN 

DIRECT TO THE ADDRESS THAT HE RAN TO...NORTH WAS GIVEN THIS 

INFO AND STATED THAT THEY WOULD LET THEIR STAFF ON SCENE 

KNOW...F CLR IS PUTTING PRESSURE AND ICE ON TEMPLE WOUND THAT 

IS BLEEDING BADLY" 

➢ 20:41:53 - "NORTH TRANS TO NMMC - SQD CODE 2 TO THERE FOR REPORT 

PER NMMC" 
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➢ 20:42:19 - [FIRE] has closed their incident 

➢ 20:43:41 - Secondary Location for Squad 430: NORTH MEMORIAL 

HOSPITAL, 3220 LOWRY AVE N, ROBBINSDALE, MN 55422 

➢ 20:43:41 - Squad 430 E2 EnRoute 2nd Location NORTH MEMORIAL 

HOSPITAL 

➢ 20:48:58 - [EMS] has closed their incident 

➢ 20:50:14 - Squad 430 A2 Arrived 2nd Location NORTH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

➢ 22:23:21 - Squad 430 Available 3220 LOWRY AV N [NORTH MEMORIAL 

HOSPITAL]; Response Closed 4531 CAMDEN AV N 

(For complete details of "VisiNet Report #14-353203", see same named tabbed section) 

Attempt to retrieve surveillance video from Broadway Liquor Outlet 

On 10/27/2014, at approximately 1500 hours, this investigator called 612-522-

4384, Broadway Liquor Outlet (BLO), located at 2201 W. Broadway Ave. and spoke 

to a male named "Travis", who identified himself as the manager of BLO. The 

purpose of the call was to see if BLO had any video surveillance that may have 

captured/recorded either Officer Gregory and/o 13.43 - Personnel Data at that location 

during the alleged time frame on 10/04/2014. Travis stated that BLO does have 

video surveillance, but the video recordings from 10/04/2014 had already been 

automatically been purged from their recording system. 

Squad 430 VisiNet Unit Activity Log - Incident #14-353203 

This investigator reviewed Squad 430's Unit Activity Log, Incident #14-353203, 

which contained the squads reported AVL Data (GPS Locations/Info). All times 

indicated occurred on the incident date of 10/04/2014. The following information 

was extracted from the report: 

➢ 20:15:16 - Squad 430 dispatched to 4551 Camden Ave N; Squad 430 

stationary at McNair Ave/Penn Ave N 

➢ 20:43:41 - Squad 430 dispatched to updated secondary location - North 
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Memorial Hospital; Squad 430 still stationary at McNair Ave/Penn Ave N 

(Time lapsed from initial dispatch time =00:28:25) 

➢ 20:48:01 - Squad 430 initiates first mobile response - Penn Ave N/25 Ave N; 

(Time lapsed from updated secondary location = 00:04:20; Time lapsed from initial 

dispatch time = 00:32:45) 

➢ 20:50:14 - Squad 430 arrives at North Memorial Hospital 

(Time lapsed from original dispatch time to arrival time at NMMC = 00:34:58) 

➢ 21:05:56 - Squad 430 leaves North Memorial Hospital 

➢ 21:05:56 to 21:37:45 - Squad 430 in motion between said times, traveling 

from North Memorial Hospital to 4th PCT (Travel route time North Memorial 

Hospital to 4th PCT =00:31:49) 

➢ 21:37:45 to 22:23:21 - Squad 430 stationary at 4th PCT between said times 

until cleared/available at end time (Total time lapsed at the 4th PCT = 00:45:36) 

➢ Squad 430's total time between being dispatched CCN #14-353203, to the 

clearing time from the call, totaled 2 hours 58 minutes 56 seconds. 

(For complete details of Squad 430 VisiNet Unit Activity Log - Incident #14-353203, see 

"Squad 430 VisiNet UAL #14-353203" tabbed section) 

Mapped VisiNet Unit Activity Log - Squad 430 - Incident #14-353203 

On 11/21/2014, this investigator sent an E-mail to the MPD Business Technology 

Unit requesting Squad 430's AVL data from Incident #14-353203 to be converted 

into a visual map. 

On 11/24/2014, this investigator received a response from one Marvin Bachmeier 

regarding the AVL data mapping request. Mr. Bachmeier included in his response E-

mail, an attached spreadsheet containing Squad 430's AVL data. With the use of 

MapIt, this investigator downloaded said AVL data spreadsheet and generated a 

visual map of Squads 430's route of travel during Incident #14-353203. 
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There was a total of 146 data entries regarding Squad 430/Incident #14-353203, 

representing 146 recorded GPS locations over the course of the entire incident. The 

numerical Points #1 thru #10 are not displayed on the map, as these first 10 points 

overlap each other, and represent/indicate Squad 430 being stationary at McNair 

Ave/Penn Ave N. Point #11 represents/indicates the first point at which Squad 430 

was recorded in motion. 

The numerical points increase in value and subsequently indicate the direction of 

Squad 430's direction of travel. (EG Squad 430's direction of travel is from point 

#11 to point #12, then point #12 to point #13, etc.) Where there is a gap in the 

mapped numerical data points, it indicates Squad 430 was stationary at the time 

that particular set of data was being collected/recorded. The numerical points 

labeled on the map correspond with the numbers from the first column (labeled 

SEQ) in the AVL data spreadsheet. 

(For complete details/visual of Squad 430 Mapped VisiNet Unit Activity Log - Incident #14-

353203, see "Mapped AVL Data #14-353203" tabbed section) 

Capture 911 Audio Recordings 

This investigator reviewed the 911 audio recordings communicated by MECC 

Dispatch and Squad 430, regarding an assault in progress call on 10/04/2014, 

located at 4531 Camden Ave. N. This investigator copied the audio recordings onto 

a CD-R and this CD-R is included with this case file. The audio recordings are as 

follows and shall not be considered verbatim unless indicated by the use of 

quotations: 

➢ 20:11:27 - 911 caller requests an ambulance to be sent to 4551 Camden Ave. 

N.; 911 caller states "Dude bust somebody in the head with a bottle - he's 

bleeding profusely"; 911 caller identifies herself as Victoria Rogers; MECC 

asks who threw the bottle; 911 caller responds "Trez"; 911 caller states 

suspect ran down the street going towards his house; 911 caller describes 

suspect as African-American, wearing a Vikings jacket, black and white, black 
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pants, 30's; 911 caller states she knows where the suspects house is; 911 

caller states, "His head is busted wide open...bleeding real bad...how long is it 

going to take the ambulance to get here?"; 911 caller hangs up. 

➢ 20:13:01 - MECC calls North Memorial EMS, requesting a run with police and 

fire department to 4551 Camden Ave. N. regarding a male that was cut in the 

head with a bottle from an assault; MECC advises North Memorial to go to the 

area and wait to be called when police determine the scene is CODE 4; North 

Memorial EMS acknowledges. 

➢ 20:14:35 MECC airs information for 4th PCT squads, and for a Sergeant to 

acknowledge, regarding an assault at 4551 Camden Ave. N. (along with an 

assault at 1711 W. Broadway at the YMCA); Squad 406 acknowledges MECC 

at 2014 hours; Unknown squad (inaudible) states "send the Camden"; MECC 

copies. 

➢ 20:15:18 - MECC airs "Squad (inaudible/430?), male hit by a female with a 

bottle...suspect black male, wearing a Vikings jacket, with black pants"; 

Squad does not copy/acknowledge information just aired by MECC. 

➢ 20:21:45 - 911 caller calls MECC a second time, sounding upset and stating, "I 

been calling you all...4531 Camden Ave. N...why is it taking 5 minutes to 

(inaudible) get here for this man with his head busted open like this?"; MECC 

states she is going to check to see if police are on their way; 911 caller asks 

for an ambulance...fire department..."somebody"; MECC verifies with the 

caller the new reported address of 4531 Camden Ave. N. to which caller 

states, "I'm right here...standing outside waiting"; MECC, "help is on the 

way...just around the corner"; 911 caller, "Talk to me...it's been more than 5 

minutes"; MECC reconfirms 4531 Camden Ave N address with 911 caller; 

recording ends. 

➢ 20:25:26 - 911 caller back on the line with MECC, states "Ain't no 

ambulance"; MECC, "The police are on their way out there...medics are there, 

but they will not go in without the police"; 911 caller, "(Inaudible) He's 

outside in the car...fire department...he gotta die until whoever decides to 

come"; MECC, "Police will be there, but they have to wait for the police"; 911 
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caller, "Where the fire department at...is it because we're on the North side is 

why you ain't all coming?"; phone disconnects. 

➢ 20:25:43 - MECC airs to Squad 430 that the updated incident address is 4531 

Camden Ave. N; Squad 430 copies. 

➢ 20:32:02 - MECC receives call from North Memorial EMS, asking "how far out 

are squads for the 4531 Camden call?"; MECC, "...let me take a look 

here...coming from McNair/Penn"; North Memorial EMS copies. 

➢ 20:35:22 - MECC calls North Memorial EMS; MECC, "Chrissy calling about 

4531 Camden Ave...our officers still have not arrived, but I just talked to the 

people on scene...they're stating that the male is bleeding pretty bad from his 

temple...they got pressure on it...the suspect is gone...didn't know if that 

would help you with the situation"; North Memorial acknowledges MECC and 

states they would pass the information to the ambulance crew; MECC, 

"Officers are still on their way...just so you know." 

➢ 20:41:21 - MECC receives call from North Memorial EMS, stating "...if you 

want to have squads that were going to 4531 Camden...um...Fire and 

Ambulance went in...they're going to be transporting CODE 2 to North 

Memorial, so if a squad just wants to meet 'em down at North Memorial, that 

would be great"; MECC acknowledges update information. 

➢ 20:42:52 - MECC calls for Squad 430 over the air; Squad 430, "Go ahead"; 

MECC, "North Memorial going to be transporting victim of the assault to 

North Memorial...request you respond there"; Squad 430, "Okay", at 2043 

hours. 

➢ 22:22:32 - Squad 430 ABLE clears "REPORT" 

(For complete details regarding the Capture 911 radio transmissions, see tabbed section 

"Audio Recorded Dispatch/Radio Transmissions") 

North Memorial EMS Dispatch to MECC Dispatch Audio Recordings 

On 11/17/2014, this investigator requested via E-mail, all North Memorial EMS 

Dispatch audio recordings regarding the communications involving their response 
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to an assault in progress call on 10/04/2014, located at 4531 Camden Ave. N. The 

recordings were provided by North Memorial EMS Supervisor Clif Giese on 

11/19/2014. This investigator reviewed the audio recordings between North 

Memorial EMS Dispatch and MECC Dispatch and copied these audio recordings onto 

a CD-R and this CD-R is included with this case file. The audio recordings must be 

played on a non-network computer in order to be heard. The audio recordings are 

as follows and shall not be considered verbatim unless indicted by the use of 

quotations: 

➢ 20:13 - MECC calls North Memorial EMS, requesting a run with police and fire 

department to 4551 Camden Ave. N. regarding a male that was cut in the 

head with a bottle from an assault; MECC advise North Memorial to go to the 

area and wait to be called when police determine the scene is CODE 4; North 

Memorial EMS acknowledges. 

➢ 20:18 - North Memorial EMS calls MECC and updates, "we've arrived in the 

area of 45th/Camden"; MECC, "...let me double check...don't believe they 

arrived yet...they're a couple blocks away...they're not there yet, so...call you 

back when they are." 

➢ 20:25 - MECC calls North Memorial EMS to notify them that the 4551 

Camden Ave. N. incident address should be 4531 Camden Ave. N.; MECC, 

"Squads are not there yet"; North Memorial acknowledges and informs MECC 

that they will still continue to stand by for police. 

➢ 20:27 - MECC receives call from North Memorial EMS, asking "how far out are 

squads for the 4531 Camden call?"; MECC, "...let me take a look here...coming 

from McNair/Penn"; North Memorial EMS copies. 

➢ 20:33 - Duplicate recording pertaining to the end of the previous recording. 

➢ 20:35 - North Memorial EMS receives call from MECC; MECC, "Chrissy calling 

about 4531 Camden Ave...our officers still have not arrived, but I just talked 

to the people on scene...they're stating that the male is bleeding pretty bad 

from his temple...they got pressure on it...the suspect is gone...didn't know if 

that would help you with the situation"; North Memorial EMS acknowledges 
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MECC and states they would pass the information to the ambulance crew; 

MECC, "Officers are still on their way...just so you know." 

➢ 20:37- North Memorial EMS calls MECC, stating "we are gonna go in on that 

Camden call"; MECC, "okay, it does say that the suspect is not on scene...the 

squad status says 20 minutes and they haven't moved"; North Memorial, 

"Geez!"; MECC, "Yeah...someday that's gonna bite somebody's ass...I'm telling 

you." 

➢ 20:39 - North Memorial EMS inquires with Fire Dispatch if they are going to 

4531 Camden Ave. N.; Fire dispatch states "yeah...they're on scene with the 

ambulance." 

20:41 - North Memorial EMS calls MECC, stating "...if you want to have 

squads that were going to 4531 Camden...um...Fire and Ambulance went 

in...they're going to be transporting CODE 2 to North Memorial, so if a squad 

just wants to meet 'em down at North Memorial, that would be great"; MECC 

acknowledges updated information. 

(For complete details regarding the North EMS Dispatch to MECC Dispatch radio 

transmissions, see tabbed section "Audio Recorded Dispatch/Radio Transmissions") 

North Memorial EMS Dispatch to Ambulance Crew 733 Radio Transmissions 

On 12/16/2014, this investigator did a follow up E-mail request with North 

Memorial EMS Supervisor Clif Giese. This investigator requested copies of all North 

Memorial EMS Dispatch audio recordings involving communications with the 

ambulance crew assigned to the assault in progress call on 10/04/2014, located at 

4531 Camden Ave. N. The audio recordings were provided by Clif Giese on 

12/16/2014. This investigator reviewed the audio recordings between North 

Memorial EMS Dispatch and North Memorial Ambulance Crew 733 and copied these 

audio recordings onto a CD-R and this CD-R is included with this case file. The audio 

recordings must be played on a non-network computer in order to be heard. The 

audio recordings are as follows and shall not be considered verbatim unless indicted 

by the use of quotations: 
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➢ 20:14 - North Memorial EMS airs to Crew 733, "Code 3 with police and 

rescue...4551 Camden Ave. N."; Crew 733 acknowledges the call by repeating 

the incident address. 

➢ 20:18 - Crew 733 airs that they have arrived in the area. 

➢ 20:19 - North Memorial EMS airs to Crew 733 that squads have not yet 

arrived, continue to stand by in the area. 

➢ 20:26 - North Memorial EMS airs to Crew 733 an address update of 4531 

Camden Ave. N.; Crew 733 asks North Memorial EMS if the scene is CODE 4 

yet; North Memorial EMS, "You are not CODE 4...just a new address"; Crew 

733 acknowledges. 

➢ 20:31 - Crew 733 to North Memorial EMS, "...party from 4531 Camden 

walked up to us requesting us to come to the scene...they're saying there's no 

squads there...can you call back and check?"; North Memorial EMS, "there is 

no squads...we are supposed to stand by in the area...so, I can find out maybe 

when we could get a squad"; Crew 733, "Okay...that would be good." 

➢ 20:33 - North Memorial EMS to Crew 733, "Squads are coming from 

McNair/Penn Ave"; Crew 733 copies; Crew 733, "...were being told that he's 

bleeding from the top of his head...that's all they told us."; North Memorial 

EMS copies. 

➢ 20:36 - North Memorial EMS to Crew 733, "police are still enroute...coming 

from a ways...I guess something had had happened...the suspect has left and 

the victim is bleeding pretty bad from the head...they just said it's your call." 

➢ 20:37 - Crew 733 tells North Memorial EMS, "You can put us out"; North 

Memorial EMS copies. 

➢ 20:38 - North Memorial EMS asks Crew 733, "is fire with you?" 

➢ 20:41 - Crew 733 states, "...were CODE 4...have squads meet us at 

North...CODE 2's fine"; North Memorial EMS acknowledges 733. 

(For complete details regarding the North EMS Dispatch to Ambulance Crew 733 radio 

transmissions, see tabbed section "Audio Recorded Dispatch/Radio Transmissions") 
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North Memorial Ambulance Response Report 

On 11/17/2014, this investigator requested via E-mail, all North Memorial EMS 

documents pertaining to their response to an assault in progress call on 

10/04/2014, located at 4531 Camden Ave. N. The "Response Report" was provided 

by North Memorial EMS Supervisor Clif Giese on 11/19/2014. This investigator 

reviewed the report and the following information was extracted from the report: 

➢ Response Report #1476423 

➢ Response Date 10/04/2014; Priority 1 (LIFE THREAT EMERG CODE); 

Responding Unit 733C 

➢ Assault; 4531 Camden Ave N, Mpls, MN, 55412; Patient Andre Jones 

➢ Response time 00:04:49; At scene time 00:24:24; Transport time 00:06:18; 

Transport CODE 3 - (LIGHTS & SIREN) to North Memorial Medical Center; 

Total run time 01:00:58 

➢ Dispatcher Notes entered on 10/04/2014: 

o 20:25:41 - ADDRESS CHANGE - FROM 4551 N CAMDEN AVE 

MINNEAPOLIS TO 4531 N CAMDEN AVE MINNEAPOLIS 

o 20:33:31 - SQUADS COMING FROM MCNAIR AND PENN 

o 20:34:04 - BLEEDING FROM TOP OF HEAD PER CREW FROM 

BYSTANDER REPORT 

o 20:36:01 - SUSPECT HAS LEFT 

o 20:39:30 - CONFIRMED W MPLS FIRE ON SCENE WITH AMB 

o 20:41:13 - CREW C4 SQUADS TO NORTH 

(For complete details regarding the "North Memorial EMS Response Report", see same named 

tabbed section) 

Case Audit Report #14-353203 

On 01/13/2015, this investigator contacted MPD Systems Integrator Pamela Capp, 

requesting a copy of the Case Audit Report involving CAPRS Report #14-353203. 

Ms. Capp E-mailed the report to this investigator on 01/13/2015. This investigator 

reviewed the report and the following information was extracted from the report: 
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➢ Case (#14-353203) was created by Officer Gregory on 10/04/2014 @ 2150 

hours from COM31004041, a desktop computer located at the 4th Precinct. 

This matches the listed "Reported Date: Oct 4, 2014 21:50" in CAPRS Report 

#14-353203. 

➢ Case was uploaded by Officer Gregory on 10/04/2014 @ 2230 hours from 

COM31004041. 

➢ Officer Gregory logs off COM3100404 on 10/04/2014 @ 2245 hours. 

➢ Case Report returned by Sgt. Carter (013659) via MDC596 on 10/05/2014 @ 

0231 hours. This matches the listed "Date Returned: Oct 5, 2014" in CAPRS 

Report #14-353203. 

➢ Case Report rejected by Sgt. Carter (013659) via MDC596 on 10/05/2014 @ 

0232 hours. Reason for rejection; "Any injuries?" 

➢ Officer Gregory downloads CAPRS Report #14-353203 on 10/06/2014 @ 

2340 hours from COM31004030, a desktop computer located at the 4th 

Precinct. 

➢ Officer Gregory uploads CAPRS Report #14-353203 on 10/06/2014 @ 2346 

hours from COM31004030. 

➢ Officer Gregory adds supplement to CAPRS Report #14-353203 on 

10/06/2014 @ 2349 hours from COM31004030. This matches the listed 

"Supplement of Off. W. Gregory #002450 on 10/06/2014 23:49" contained in 

Supplement #1, Page 4 of CAPRS Report #14-353203, authored by "002450 -

William Gregory". 

➢ Officer Gregory logs off COM31004030 on 10/06/2014 @ 2349 hours. 

➢ Sgt. Jeffrey Carter approves CAPRS Report #14-353203 on 10/07/2014 @ 

0054 hours from COM31001669, a desktop computer located in Room 108 of 

City Hall. This matches the listed "Approval Date: Oct 7, 2014" in CAPRS 

Report #14-353203. 
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(For complete details regarding the "Case Audit Report #14-353203", see same named 

tabbed section) 

Follow-up with Pam Capp regarding Case Audit Report #14-353203 

This investigator did a follow-up call with Pam Capp on 01/16/2015 at 1130 hours, 

regarding Officer Gregory's contact with her, Ms. Capp acknowledged Officer 

Gregory had contacted her via telephone, inquiring on how to determine when his 

supplement to CAPRS Report #14-353203 had been added and from what 

computer. Ms. Capp stated Officer Gregory told her that he entered the initial CAPRS 

report details at a computer, then went to his 1 3.43 , and then entered his 

supplement from the squad MDC he was using at his . Ms. Capp stated 

she informed Officer Gregory, using the data provided from Case Audit Report #14-

353203, that his supplement had been entered from a desktop computer, not an 

MDC, and that the date/time it was entered was 10/06/2014 @ 2359 hours. This 

matches the listed "Supplement of Off. W. Gregory #002450 on 10/06/2014 23:49" 

contained in Supplement #1, Page 4 of CAPRS Report #14-353203, authored by 

"002450 - William Gregory". 

Because Officer Gregory was adamant he entered his supplement from a squad MDC 

during his on 10/04/2014, this investigator wanted to verify with Ms. 

Capp if the information regarding the date/time stamp contained in Officer 

Gregory's supplement was in fact accurate, and not a possible delayed computer or 

uploading glitch that could have caused a different date/time stamp. The 

information pertaining to the accuracy of the date/time stamp contained in Officer 

Gregory's supplement was validated by Ms. Capp through Chris Buow and Bradford 

Brown, both programming experts with the CAPRS system. According to Ms. Capp, 

they both confirmed to her that Officer Gregory's supplement, dated 10/06/2015 @ 

2359 hours, from COM31004030, was accurate, and his supplement was not entered 

from an MDC on a different date and time than what had been recorded in Case 

Audit Report #14-353203. 
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Off-Duty 6187 VisiNet Unit Activity Log 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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CASE STATEMENTS 

Statement of Sergeant Jeffrey Carter 

Sergeant Jeffrey Carter, Badge #103659, was interviewed for this investigation at 

the MPD Internal Affairs Unit on November 17, 2014. Sgt. Carter has been with the 

Minneapolis Police Department since 05/14/2006 and was assigned and working as 

a 4th Precinci13.43 - Personnel Data when the alleged incident occurred. The 

following is a summary of Sgt. Carter's statement taken by Sgt. Schmid and shall not 

be considered verbatim unless indicted by the use of quotations: 

- Sgt. Carter was contacted by MECC via his personal telephone by SO1 as he 

was driving his squad car in the area of 30th/Emerson. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
13.43 - Personnel Data 

- Sgt. Carter stated SO1 called him and alerted him that there was an issue with 

a delayed response from the officers that were dispatched to a call over at 

45th and Camden. Sgt. Carter could not remember if SO1 was calling him 

because paramedics were complaining to her, but stated "I wanna say that 

was the case -- and so she was calling me to say, hey, just so you know, there 

was a fairly large gap when these guys were dispatched a call from when they 

actually started moving--to the call." 

- Sgt. Carter thought about addressing the problem with the officers himself, 

but instead decided to contact Sgt. Liotta as she was the 

. Sgt. Carter relayed to Sgt. Liotta what SO1 had told him, and he 

said she would handle it. 

- Sgt. Carter couldn't say for sure on whether or not he had any interaction 

with either Officer Gregory or regarding the alleged 

incident, that if he had, he could not remember. 
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- Sgt. Carter acknowledged an assault in progress call is a "Priority One", 

meaning an immediate response. 

- Sgt. Carter acknowledged a 32 minute delay in response time to a Priority 

One call is not acceptable. 

- Sgt. Carter stated he had been advised/told that Officer's Gregory and 

13.43 were at a store and were talking to another officer, but didn't know 

if that was accurate. 

- Sgt. Carter acknowledged the added remarks that a male had been cut in the 

head by a female with a bottle did lend even more credence to what was 

supposed to be an immediate response to the call by officers. 

- Sgt. Carter stated he never had to deal with any of his officers not responding 

to a Priority One call in a timely manner. He has had to address it with other 

officers during a Priority Two call, and he spoke to those officers about it and 

it was addressed. 

- Sgt. Carter stated not responding to this particular call in a timely manner 

may result in someone getting hurt; paramedics stage somewhere near 

where the call is made and wait for the police to show up to make sure the 

scene is safe for them to enter and treat the patient(s), delaying medical care 

to any victim(s). 

- Sgt. Carter's expectations of his officers, when dispatched a Priority One call, 

is to respond immediately. 

- Sgt. Carter approved CAPRS Report #14-353203, but clarified that he 

approved the report for completeness and accuracy, not the officer's 

response time to the incident. 

Statement #1 of Sergeant Wendy Liana 

Sergeant Wendy Liotta, Badge #0491, was interviewed for this investigation at the 

MPD Internal Affairs Unit on November 19, 2014. Sgt. Liotta has been with the 

Minneapolis Police Department since 11/01/1999 and was assigned and working as 

a 4th Precinc I 13.43 - Personnel Data when the alleged incident occurred. 

The following is a summary of Sgt. Liotta's statement taken by Sgt. Schmid and shall 
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not be considered verbatim unless indicted by the use of quotations. Also present, 

and representing Sgt. Liotta, was POFM Representative Lt. John Delmonico. 

- Sgt. Liotta brought with her a copy of her summary of the alleged incident; 

the same one that was forwarded as an attachment in an E-mail sent to the 

Internal Affairs Unit by Lt. Friestleben. 

- Sgt. Liotta stated she informed Lt. Friestleben of everything that she had been 

told about the incident involving Officer Gregory 13.43 - Personnel Data , and 

that she wanted to bring them in individually and speak with them. Sgt. 

Liotta stated Lt. Friestleben was present during each meeting. 

- The meeting was not recorded and no additional notes were taken by Sgt. 

Liotta outside of her composed summary. 

- Sgt. Liotta acknowledged that Squad 430's location (Broadway Liquor Outlet) 

was brought up in meeting with Officer Gregory; Officer Gregory had been 

talking to another officer at BLO, but Sgt. Liotta did not ask Officer Gregory 

the identity of the officer he was talking to. Sgt. Liotta did not ask Officer 

Gregory what he was talking about to the BLO 

- Sgt. Liotta stated Officer Gregory did apologize and told her it wouldn't 

happen again, however, Sgt. Liotta did not believe Officer Gregory's apology 

was sincere, stating "the only thing that he really said to me...he just 

shrugged his shoulders, and like it says in my statement...he said I was 

talking and he said it won't happen again and sorry about that. And then I 

gave him an opportunity to say more, and he didn't." 

- Sgt. Liotta also did not believe Officer Gregory when he told her it wouldn't 

happen again. Sgt. Liotta described Officer Gregory's demeanor during their 

meeting as "kind of indifferent...there wasn't much interaction. I told him 

why I called him in...I had told you what he said, which was very short, and 

gave him the opportunity to say more, and he didn't and I excused him from 

my office." 

- Sgt. Liotta stated she was surprised at Officer Gregory's reaction, expecting 

from him more of a conversation, some kind of defense of his actions. Sgt. 

Liotta stated Officer Gregory did not seem to have any remorse. 
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- Sgt. Liotta is not aware of Officer Gregory having a history of not responding 

to police calls in a timely manner prior to this incident. 

- With regards to her meeting wit 13.43 - Personnel Data , Sgt. Liotta statedM 

i 

told her that Officer Gregory was talking, but she didn't remember 

had told her who Officer Gregory was talking to, or what 

Officer Gregory was talking about. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Sgt. Liotta stated she forwarded her summary regarding this incident to IAU, 

"Because I had gotten this information through a Dogwatch Sergeant through 

S01, and when I looked at the information, North Memorial was involved, the 

caller had called back...they were involved, and this was a serious offense." 

Sgt. Liotta acknowledged that the lack of response by Officer's Gregory and 

13.43 to their call was very concerning. 

- Sgt. Liotta did contact S01, Sara Boucher, as Sgt. Liotta was unable to retrieve 

Squad 430's locations off of VisiNet. Sgt. Liotta asked S01 to send her that 

information, which showed Squad 430's location at the time the call was 

dispatched, and the unit activity of where Squad 430 was throughout the 

entire call. 

- Sgt. Liotta acknowledged the designated priority of an assault in progress call 

as a "Priority One" call, meaning it's the most serious call and you have to 

respond immediately. 

- Sgt. Liotta, by her own calculation, stated Squad 430 arrived at North 

Memorial 35 minutes after they were initially dispatched, and that this is an 

unacceptable response time. 

- Sgt. Liotta stated the consequences of not responding to this particular call in 

a timely manner could be, "...the suspect gets away...the victim could possibly 

die...those are the two big ones." 

- Sgt. Liotta acknowledged when EMS is responding to an assault in progress 

call/incident scene, they are to wait nearby until Code 4 is called by officers 

on scene, meaning the situation is safe for EMS to enter. 

- Sgt. Liotta's expectations of her officers regarding an initial response when 

dispatched to any Priority One call, is to respond immediately. 
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